My Dear Readers,
Below you will find a summery of the content the following persons and institutions have
been provided with on 7th of December 2013:
to:
1. The President of the Wrocław district Court
2. The President of the Wrocław Chamber of Attorneys
3. The Head of Wrocław District pPosecutor’s Offoce

the body of the letter:
VERY URGENT

Reg. case: file ref. no. VI Ds-94/12
Subject matter: Release from custody the Vice President Dagmara Natkaniec,and, release of
all docymnts of SAIF A.G. Switzerland Wrocław Branch.
DEMAND 1
We request upon the President of the Wrocław District Court that this letterbe forwarded to
the judge to be in charge of the court session on releasing Dagmara Natkaniec, to be held on
10th of Dec.2013.
DEMAND 2
We require that Dagmara Natkaniec be protected by police once released from cudtody,
according to the Polish Constitution Act.
DEMAND 3
All recipients of this letter are to be informed about DA Kaleciński’s tendency to escape
responsibility blaming his superiors for the actions conducted by himself.
DEMAND 4
We require thza the following evidence be acknowledged:
- copy of art. 180 of the Tax Code;
- copy of the Defendants’ demands of 15 Noov. 2013.
Art. 180 of the Polish Tax Code is to be observed by all including:
- Prime Minister Donald Tusk
- Finance Minister M.Szczurek
- Court of Justice
- DA Piotr Kaleciński.
Art. 180 provides that tax payees do not commit the crime of avoiding paying taxes, should
they be willing to pay taxes when overdue.

DEMAND 5
We demand that D. Natkaniec be immediately released, that documents of SAIF A.G. be
handed back, and, that our business premises may operate again.
It is to be noted that we shall request responsibility for unlawful imprisonment of the Vice
President of SAIF A.G., for our staff being force interrogated at gun point, and not allowing
any attorney of ours to be present during down raid and following questioning.

Notifying of the above violations shall be submitted at the EU Committee in Brussels and
General Prosecutor’s Office in Germany, which notification shall be officially published
worldwide by independent media.
We also request that Dagmara Natkaniec be treaded allowing for her being mother, and, her
parents undergoing serious health problems. Should they they suffer from more serious
consequences, judges, attorney, and others in question shall be held responsible by more
supreme courts.
We currently have the entire story voiced by international media, with providing details of
DA Kaleciński’s violating the Polish Code of Law, and his breaking human rights in Poland.
Moreover. Kaleciński will be held responsible for breaking Internatiol Law not observing the
edict issued by the German DA stating K.u.K. GmbH and all his Polish Branches’
transparency after 3-year scrutiny conducted in the years 2011, 2012, 2013 by German Law
Enforcement Bodies.
Here, Kaleciński ventured a personal vendetta infringing international law ordering a down
raid without any warrant, whatsoever, resulting in brutally arresting and jailing innocent
personnel of our business entities in Poland, not mentioning unlawful seizing of assets, and
freezing of our accounts making international operations impossible.
Kaleciński is calling our Berlin HQ the ‘heart of crime’ even further offending not onl;y
German businessmen, but Important German Stateliness’s.
We are prepared to pay the overdue 120 million of Złotys, in exchange of which we believe
we deserve JUSTCE.

Very Truly Yours
Zdzisław Kmetko

